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Abstract 

The relationship between pharmaceutical detailing and off-label prescribing has been the subject 

of considerable regulatory scrutiny, with more than $12 billion in regulatory settlements for off- 

label promotion since 2004. Using a physician panel combining detailing data with patient 

chart information, I study how detailing causes physicians to prescribe for on-label versus off- 

label uses for the branded anti-psychotic drug, Seroquel. Between 2001 and 2006, Seroquel 

received two informational shocks in the form of good news about its side effect profile relative 

to other treatments. These shocks were each immediately followed by large increases in detailing 

to primary care physicians. I exploit the gap between the incidence of the shock and the first 

detailing visit to separate the direct effect of the information, such as reading the journal articles, 

from the incrementai effect of the detailing. While detailing was indeed targeted at many 

physicians who never prescribed on-label, I find the effect of detailing on off-label prescriptions 

is small in both absolute and relative terms. Detailing on net tilts the prescribing distribution 

toward on-label. KEYWORDS: Detailing, Off-Label Prescribing, Pharmaceutical Promotion 
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1 Introduction 

In the healthcare industry, physicians control nearly $3 trillion of largely price-insensitive dollars.1 

As such, ir should come as no surprise that pharmaceutical firms use advertising directly to physi- 

cians, or detailing, as their primary marketing tool to increase profits. In 2012, pharmaceutical firms 

spent roughly $15 billion on detailing activities.2 This type of promotion has been the subject of 

considerable regulatory scrutiny, as regulators would like to ensure firms provide scientifically jus- 

tifiable information. Indeed, promoting a drug for any use that has not been approved by the Food 

and Drug Administration (FDA) ("off-label" uses) is illegal, and regulators have vigorously pursued 

such promotional activities. Since 2004, 31 federal cases alleging otf-label promotional activities of 

pharmaceutical firms have settled for more than $12 billion. 

Regulators are primarily interested in two questions with regards to the promotion of drugs and 

how ir interacts with off-label prescribing. First, did pharmaceutical firms engage in promotional 

etforts designed to convince physicians to prescribe more otf-label? Second, did these etforts by 

firms actually cause more off-label prescriptions? Ir is clear the regulator cates about the first 

question, as directly promoting off-label use is illegal and has been the subject of considerable 

litigation. While the content conversations between sales reps and physicians is not observable 

in data, suspicious patterns in which physicians are visited is potentially detectable in the data. 

Whether or not these visits actually caused otf-label prescriptions is directly addressable in the 

data. The regulator and the firm should be particularly interested in the etfect of detail visits on 

off-label prescriptions. Regulators must choose how to allocate scarce rime and resources, and they 

might only find off-label promotion worth prosecuting ir ir actually has ah economically significant 

effect on the amount of off-label prescriptions being written by physicians. From the manager’s 

perspective, ir such promotion has only a small effect, ir might be in the firm’s interest to avoid any 

activities that are suggestive of otf-label promotion. Conversely, ir the etfect of detailing on otf-label 

prescriptions is very high, regulators might want to increase the attention and scrutiny they put on 

detailing. 

This paper addresses these questions in the context of anti-psychotic drugs. These drugs are used to 

treat severe psychosis, particularly schizophrenia and bipolar disorder. Not only is the anti-psychotic 

class important for treating a serious illness, ir is also a multi-billion dollar category that has drawn 

substantial regulatory attention. Branded anti-psychotics have brought in ar least $3.5 billion in 

revenue every year since 2001, and in 2013, the highest grossing drug in the United States was the 

anti-psychotic Abilify, which grossed over $7 billion by itself. In the meantime, the category has 

faced nearly $5 billion in regulatory tines from charges of marketing products off-label in addition 

1 https://www.cms.g~v/research~statistics~data~and~systems/statistics~trends~and~rep~rts/ 

nationalhealthexpenddata/nationalhealthaccountshistorical.html 

2http: / /www.pewtrusts.~rg/ en/research~and~ana~ysis / fact~sheets / 2~13 /11/11/ persuading~the~prescribers~ 

pharmaceutical-industry-marketing-and-it s-influence-on-physicians-and-patient s 
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to more than $2 billion in tines for failure to disclose adverse ef[ects. Most evidence surrounding 

firms’ ef[orts to promote of[-label has come from whistle-blowers within firms and time-intensive 

investigations rather than from detailing data, and despite the enormous regulatory tines, there is 

little existing empirical evidence of the ef[ects of promotional activities on of[-label prescribing. 

Using a novel data ser that connects patient chart data, including diagnosis codes, with physician- 

level detailing data, I show that physicians with very high shares of of[-label prescriptions are detailed 

just as much as those with low of[-label shares. Even physicians who never record a prescription on- 

label are visited a considerable number of rimes by sales reps. While this evidence is not definitive, 

as I cannot observe the content of the conversation, ir is consistent with the whistle-blower evidence 

obtained by the United States Department of Justice. 

To estimate the ef[ect of detailing on prescribing behavior in the anti-psychotic category, I use the 

panel nature of the data to employ a within-physician approach. As previous literature (Manchanda 

et al. 2004) has documented, pharmaceutical firms tend to employ decile rules, where the number 

of detail visits a physician receives is determined by the volume of bis or her prescribing in the 

category relative to peer physicians. Additionally, I make use of two information shocks that drive a 

large push in detailing for the branded drug Seroquel to primary care physicians. These two shocks 

take the forro of clinical studies showing that the side ef[ect profile of Seroquel was superior to other 

popular treatments for psychosis. In the first information shock, the market leader, Zyprexa, was 

found to be significantly worse than the rest of the category in terras of adverse ef[ects, generating a 

positive shock for the other products, particularly AstraZeneca’s brand, Seroquel. Next, the Clinical 

Anti-psychotic Trials of Intervention Effectiveness (CATIE) study found that Seroquel had main 

ef[ects comparable to and a side-ef[ect profile superior to the rest of the products. Upon receiving 

this good news, AstraZeneca sharply increased detailing to primary care physicians, presumably 

to spread the good news. These shock-driven detailing visits are useful in a few ways. First, they 

provide a significant amount of within-physician variation in detailing to primary care physicians 

that was not present prior to the first shock. Second, using the shocks allows me to estimate ah 

informative upper bound on the ef[ect of the shock-driven detailing. Ir is ah upper bound because 

independent of detailing, these positive information shocks may also have direct positive ef[ects on 

physician prescribing of Seroquel. Further, I aro able to separate the direct ef[ect of the shocks from 

the promotional ef[ect for most of the physicians in the sample, as sales representatives are only 

able to visit a fraction of the physician population in any given month. Much of the reason for this 

dif[erence in timing is random. Sales reps often unsuccessfully attempt visits ar practices and find 

the physician roo busy to be seen. I confirm this intuition by allowing the detailing ef[ect to vary 

based on the month of first visit following a shock, and find that those detailed later are no less 

responsive to detailing. For those physicians who are unable to be reached by sales representatives 

in the month of the shock, I aro able to observe their prescribing behavior after the shock was made 
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known and prior to being visited by a sales rep in order to quantify the direct effect of the shock. 

Finally, I use the diagnosis codes in the chart data to attribute a share of the detailing effect to 

off-label prescriptions. 

This analysis gives several interesting findings. First, I find no evidence that the information shocks 

lift prescriptions prior to detailing. Following the first detailing visit after the shock, detailing has a 

modest effect. After the first shock, detailing lifts prescribing by about 0.07 prescriptions per detail 

per month, though that effect is not significant, and most of that effect can be attributed to off-label 

prescriptions. Following the second shock, detailing lifts prescriptions by about 0.15 prescriptions 

per detail per month, which is significant and almost entirely attributable to on-label prescriptions. 

The ~upper bound’ effects on the physicians who are detailed in the month of the shocks are not 

distinguishable from the detailing effects estimated for the other physicians. This provides some 

evidence that the physicians may not internalize the good news of the shocks until they have been 

detailed. Overall, these effects are quite small in magnitude. Additionally, over the course of the 

sample, off-label prescribing accounts for between 31% and 39% of the total detailing effect, while 

off-label prescriptions make up about 42% of the total prescriptions in the data, suggesting that 

detailing has disproportionately benefited on-label prescriptions. Taken together, these estimates 

provide evidence that regulators may wish to use less of their scarce rime and resources pursuing ah 

activity that has a minimal nefarious effect, even if ir has ill intent. Secondly, these results suggest 

that managers should be especially careful to avoid activities that even suggest the possibility of 

illegal activity, as the size of the potential tine is very large while the gain from the promotion is very 

small. Finally, the fact that the information shocks have no direct effect without detailing suggests 

that managers should exert effort to spread good news if they wish for ir to increase prescriptions. 

The primary contributions of this paper are substantive in nature. First, I document that physicians 

who prescribe a very large share of anti-psychotics for off-label, including many who never prescribe 

on-label, receive a significant number of detailing visits. While I cannot definitively identify what 

was said during those detail visits, the fact that some physicians who do not ever prescribe ah anti- 

psychotic for approved uses still get detailed a significant amount in the data is consistent with the 

smoking gun evidence that firms are attempting to push these drugs for non-approved uses. Second, 

I am able to quantify the effects of those detailing visits on actual off-label prescriptions using the 

high level of detail in the patient chart data. These substantive points add to the literature ar 

the intersection of advertising and regulation, relevant to firms and policy makers alike. Off-label 

prescribing is a popular topic in regulatory circles, bur the academic research speaking to off-label 

promotional concerns is especially sparse. 

As a secondary contribution, I estimate these effects using a new identification strategy combining 

within-physician variation to control for persistent differences in physician willingness to prescribe 

with exogenous changes in scientific knowledge to generate additional variation in detail visits. 
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While the information shocks by themselves only provide ah upper bound on the treatlnent etfect 

of detailing, the fact that there is a delay between the incidence of the shocks and the first detail 

visit after the shock allows me to separate the direct information effect from the detailing effect for 

most of the population. Although the exact methodology using these specific studies is special to 

this application, other drug classes have had discrete changes in information that might also affect 

detailing levels, making this approach potentially useful for other applications. 

The main contribution of this study is to examine the interaction of advertising and regulation 

in a particularly important category. Most industries are allowed to speak as they wish in their 

advertisements, conditional on avoiding false claims. Rao (2015) examines the effects of false claims 

on sales and finds they are extremely useful even after paying settlements or stopping their adver- 

tisements. Liu et al. (2014) show combination therapies in HIV/AIDS can drive positive spillovers 

of detailing onto other drugs, and argue such spillovers can cause strange incentives in the presence 

of regulation. Larkin et al. (2013), Stremersch (2009), and Anderson et al. (2015) all look directly 

ar changes in detailing regulations and their effects on demand, and all find reasonably different 

effects depending on the exact context of the policy changes. The size of the tines levied on the anti- 

psychotic category for off-label promotion indicates how important the question is to regulators. In 

particular, regulators are worried that a large portion of off-label prescribing of anti-psychotics is to 

seniors in nursing homes with insomnia and dementia (Ray et al. 1980, Gurwitz et al. 2000). These 

populations are seen as particularly vulnerable to adverse effects and might be less able to decline 

treatment. Although off-label prescribing need not be welfare reducing (Bradford et al. 2015), firms 

are not legally allowed to promote such uses, and empirical evidence on the question is scarce. 

This study is also related to a literature that thinks about the effects of publicity and clinical studies 

on drug demand. Ching et al. (2015) find evidence that news coverage on drug efficacies might have 

interesting interactions with detailing, depending on the complexity of the information. Azoulay 

(2002), Ching & Ishihara (2010) and Sood et al. (2015) also look ar the role of clinical studies, how 

they could change the return of detailing, and the implications. This paper is related to these studies 

in that ir shows how detailing changes come as a result of new information and allows detailing 

effects to vary with each new major information shock. Ir adds to this literature by documenting 

that many of these details are directed ar physicians who prescribe mostly off-label and by finding 

the effect of these details on actual off-label prescriptions, a parameter of interest to both firms and 

regulators. 

Finally, this paper adds to a very large literature about the effects of detailing on demand. In 

addition to documenting a detailing elasticity for ah additional class of drugs, this study uses ah 

identification strategy leveraging shifts in the scientific knowledge surrounding these drugs. Iden- 

tifying the causal effects of detailing is challenging largely because ir is individually targeted by a 

presumably profit-maximizing firm. Individual targeting creates both significant opportunity and 
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significant challenges for firms: opportunity in the ability to influence the influentiable without 

wasting money on those who are not, bur challenges in estimating the effects of firm actions and 

optimally allocating sales forces. Previous literature has attempted to address this challenge using 

three main approaches: structural approaches (Manchanda et al. 2009, Dong et al. 2011, Montoya 

et al. 2010, Iyengar et al. 2011, and many others), instrumental-variable approaches (Berndt et al. 

1995, 1997) and panel methods with fixed effects (Datta et al. 2011, Mizik et al. 2004). A final 

approach to dealing with the endogeneity of detailing is to use aggregate data with control variables 

(Ching et al. (2015)). Another stream of literature examines the effects of policy changes relating 

to detailing on prescribing behavior (Stremersch et al. 2009, Larkin et al. 2013, Anderson et al. 

2015) without explicitly estimating a detailing effect. In this paper, I leverage the introduction of 

new scientific information in the forro of a comparative effectiveness study. In addition, the data 

are a physician-level panel, allowing the study to control for unobserved physician-specific factors 

that lead to prescriptions. 

2 The Setting - Anti-psychotics 

2.1 Psychosis and Background of the Class 

The specific setting of anti-psychotic drugs will be important as a vehicle for identifying the effects of 

detailing, bur ir is also a large and important market per se, as well as the category most scrutinized 

by regulators for off-label promotional practices. Anti-psychotics are approved to treat psychosis, 

in particular schizophrenia and bipolar disorder. Figure 1 shows that the anti-psychotic market is 

huge in terras of revenue per year. The top tive branded anti-psychotic drugs, Zyprexa, Rispderdal, 

Seroquel, Abilify, and Geodon, represented approximately $3.5 billion in 2001 and grew to over $7 

billion by 2006. In addition, this market has undergone shifts in preferences particularly driven by 

scientific discovery in the mid 2000s. Figure 2 shows the revenues of the top tive brands between 

2001 and 2006. The market leader ar the beginning of the sample, Zyprexa, lost favor to surging 

shares from Seroquel and Abilify. Each of these drugs, with the exception of Geodon, were among 

the top 20 highest-grossing drugs ar various points, and Seroquel, Zyprexa, and Abilify were among 

the top 10. By 2013, Abilify was the overall top grossing drug, bringing in more than $7 billion on 

its own even though many of the other popular drugs had become available in cheaper generic forro. 

In addition, because these drugs are "small molecules" in capsule and tablet forro, the marginal cost 

of production is miniscule. 

Prior to the invention of these new, highly successful brands in the late 1990s, psychosis was largely 

treated with what are called "typical" anti-psychotics. Typical anti-psychotics were first introduced 

in the 1950s and all have long since lost patent protection. As such, they are inexpensive and widely 

available from numerous generic manufacturers. These drugs were largely considered to be very 
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risky in terras of adverse effects. In particular, use of the drugs is associated with both metabolic 

syndrome (weight gain) and anti-pyramidal side effects (difficulty controlling body movements). 

Some studies even linked the drugs to the development of diabetes and heart disease (Afana 2000). 

The first "atypical" anti-psychotic to be discovered was Clozapine in 1971, bur ir was quickly removed 

from the market because of adverse effects. Ir later returned to the market, bur never to the kind 

of commercial success that the newer generation of drugs attained. Atypical anti-psychotic drugs 

were introduced with the hopes of reducing the adverse effects associated with the treatment of 

psychosis. In 1993, Janssen Pharmaceuticals won FDA approval for Risperdal as a treatment for 

psychosis, followed in 1996 by Eli Lilly’s Zyprexa, in 1997 by AstraZeneca’s Seroquel, in 2001 

by Pfizer’s Geodon, and in 2002 by Otsuka’s Abilify, which was jointly marketed in the United 

States with Bristol-Myers Squibb. These drugs were all thought to have better side-effect profiles 

than typical anti-psychotics while still being effective for treating psychosis. Although the revenues 

they generated were enormous, the quantities dispensed were not quite as impressive, because the 

category is characterized by very high prices. From 2001-2006, manufacturers charged between 

$225 and $380 on average per prescription for atypical anti-psychotics. According to the drugs.com 

topl00 list, the average price per prescription that Otsuka received for Abilify in 2013 was $650. 

Although Abilify was the highest grossing drug that year, ir was only the 23~d most prescribed. 

2.2 Regulatory Controversy 

As these drugs became more popular, physicians sometimes prescribed them to treat illnesses for 

which the drugs were not indicated. A drug receives ah indication by clinically testing its efficacy 

against a placebo in a randomized controlled trial registered with the Food and Drug Administration. 

A positive outcome of that trial are required for ultimate marketing approval by the FDA. Any 

prescription for a drug being used to treat a condition for which ir did not receive FDA approval is 

considered ah "off-label" prescription. Although physician can legally prescribe a drug off-label, a 

pharmaceutical manufacturer cannot legally market the drug as effective in treating something for 

which ir is not approved by the FDA. In addition, the welfare effects of off-label prescriptions are not 

clear and could be positive (Bradford et al. 2015). Anti-psychotics became popularly used off-label, 

primarily for treating dementia and insomnia. Although no cases ever carne to trial, firms have 

paid numerous tines to settle charges that they illegally promoted these off-label uses. In September 

2007, Bristol-Myers Squibb (BMS) agreed to pay over $515 million to resolve a wide variety of illegal 

marketing charges. In particular, "the Government alleged that, from 2002 through the end of 2005, 

BMS knowingly promoted the sale and use of Abilify, ah atypical anti-psychotic drug, for pediatric 

use and to treat dementia-related psychosis, both "off-label" uses.’’a In fact, the FDA had even 

mandated that Abilify carry a "black box" warning against its use in treating dementia. The FDA 

ahttp://www.justice.gov/archive/opa/pr/2OOT/September/07 civ 782.html 
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has approved Abilify to treat adult schizophrenia and bi-polar disorder~ bur has not approved its 

use for children and adolescents or for geriatric patients suffering from dementia-related psychosis. 

Further~ the Department of Justice (DO J) charged~ "BM$ also created a specialized long terra cate 

sales force that called almost exclusively on nursing homes~ where dementia-related psychosis is lar 

more prevalent than schizophrenia or bipolar disorder." In April 2010~ the DOJ fined AstraZeneca 

$520 million for off-label promotion. According to a DOJ statement~ "the company recruited doctors 

to serve as authors of articles that were ghostwritten by medical literature companies and about 

studies the doctors in question did not conduct. AstraZeneca then used those studies and articles as 

the basis for promotional messages about unapproved uses of Seroquel."4 In 2009~ Eli Lilly pleaded 

guilty to a criminal misdemeanor charge of illegally promoting Zyprexa off-label~ and paid a tine of 

$1.4 billion.5 In 2013~ Johnson ~ Johnson~ Janssen~s parent company~ paid more than $2.2 billion to 

settle several cases charging off-label promotion of l~isperdal.6 In particular~ authorities emphasized 

that Janssen focused its off-label detailing practices on the "most vulnerable" populations: elderly 

nursing home residents~ children~ and individuais with mental disabilities. This settlement was one 

of the largest to date in a drug-marketing case. These fines~ accounting for nearly $5 billion~ were 

all imposed for the messages contained in physician detail visits~ allegedly encouraging physicians 

to prescribe off-label. With the total settlements for all drug classes being around $12 billion~ the 

anti-psychotic class was clearly the most heavily scrutinized and fined~ largely due to the fear that 

the adverse effects made inappropriate prescribing especially costly. 

In addition to the off-label promotion controversy~ firms were also fined for failing to disclose severe 

side effects discovered during clinical trials~ notably~ metabolic side effects including weight gain and 

the onset of diabetes. Between 2006 and 2007~ Eli Lilly spent $1.2 billion to settle over 26~000 law- 

suits from patients who claimed to have developed diabetes or other diseases while taking Zyprexa. 

In April of 2012~ a jury found Johnson ~ Johnson guilty of downplaying several risks of the drug 

l~isperdal~ and a judge fined the company $1.2 billion~ though the Arkansas Supreme Court later 

reversed this tine.7 

Although the data in this study cannot speak to whether sales reps hid risks~ they can speak to the 

question of off-label marketing. In particular~ because diagnosis code is observable in the data~ I 

can speak to the effect detailing had on prescriptions for off-label use. 

4 http://www.justice.g~v/~pa/pr/pharmaceutica~~giant~astrazeneca~pay~52~~mi~~i~n~~abe~~drug~marketing 

5 http://www.nytimes.com/2006/12/18/business/18drug.html?_r 0 

6http://www.justice.g~v/~pa/pr/j~hns~n~j~hns~n~pay~m~re~22.bi~~i~n~res~~ve~crimina~~and~civil.investigati~ns 
7 htt p://www.nytimes.com/2014/03/21/business/arkansas-court-reverses- 1- 2-billion-j udgment-against-j ohnson- 

johnson.html?_r 0 
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3 Data 

The data for this study come from AlphaImpactRx, a pharmaceutical market research company. 

The data follow a monthly panel of 1,762 primary care physicians (PCPs) from 2001 through 2006 

and 239 psychiatrists from 2002 through 2006 and include physician identifiers. AlphaImpactRx 

recruits this panel largely from those physicians in the 40th percentile or higher of anti-psychotic 

prescribing. The reason for this non-representativeness is that physicians below the 40th percentile 

are highly unlikely to be detailed. These physicians record the number and types of interactions 

with sales reps on a daily basis. In addition, the data include the number of minutes spent on the 

product and the other products promoted in that visit. 

The physician panel and detailing data are connected with patient treatment information. All 

patient visit information for each physician is recorded for two days each week. The specific days 

are rotated across rime to prevent day-of-the-week effects from skewing the treatment data. Included 

in each visit observation is information about the patient diagnosis in the form of ah ICD-9 code. 

In addition, each observation includes patient race, age, insurance status, and diagnosis severity 

(though without any patient identifiers). Further, the data include whether or not the PCP gave 

a prescription, the drug the prescription was written for, and whether the diagnosis was new or 

recurring. Because physicians are not restricted to prescribe for only on-label diagnoses, the data 

include every diagnosis code for which ah anti-psychotic was ever written. As such, whether a 

prescription was on-label (used to treat schizophrenia or bipolar disorder) or off-label (used to treat 

anything else) is observable in the data. 

Two main challenges of the data are measurement error and representativeness. Because treatment 

data are only observed for two days per week for each physician, the measure of "total prescriptions" 

is 2.5 rimes the observed number of prescriptions. This measurement error may over- or understate 

the true number of prescriptions. Because prescriptions will be a left-hand-side variable throughout 

the study, measurement error will reduce the precision in estimation bur will not induce bias. 

In terras of representativeness, physicians who are above the 40th percentile in prescribing are 

overrepresented in the data. Further, because AlphaImpactRx recruited the panel, selection on 

willingness to participate in market research might exist, which might be correlated with treatment 

effects. To the extent that these items are a concern, they will affect how best to think about 

the counterfactuals. That is, increasing detailing to those below the 40th percentile should not 

necessarily have the same effects as estimated here. Similarly, those willing to participate in the 

sample might have a higher or lower sensitivity to marketing activities than the general population 

of physicians. 

Table 1 shows summary statistics before and after the informational shocks for both PCPs and 

psychiatrists. Note that PCPs have a large distinct jump in detailing and ah increase in prescribing 

as the shocks occur. There is no corresponding distinct jump for psychiatrists. Table 2 shows 
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summary stats for PCPs on the types of prescriptions they are writing, including on-label versus 

off-label and distributions by age, severity of illness, and insurance status. 

Figure 3 presents psychiatrist prescribing of branded Seroquel, and for comparison, generic per- 

phenazine, and the difference between the two. As can be seen, perphenazine is prescribed ar a 

very low rate, and overall Seroquel prescriptions have a modest upward trend. By contrast, Figure 

4 presents PCP prescribing of the same products. As with the psychiatrists, PCPs rarely prescribe 

perphenazine; however, there is a strong upward trend in PCP prescriptions of Seroquel. 

3.1 Did Sales Reps Target Off-Label Prescriptions? 

A primary question of interest to regulators is whether or not the firm attempted to push the 

off-label use of a drug with detailing. This question is of direct interest, as such promotion is 

explicitly illegal. However, ir is very difficult for the regulator to tell whether this kind of behavior 

has happened. In general, they rely on intensive investigations including the testimony of whistle- 

blower type witnesses. As is clear from the DOJ press release, such witnesses were present in the 

Seroquel case. Here, I add some suggestive empirical evidence that is consistent with the witness 

testimony. 

While the exact nature of the conversation between sales rep and physician is not observable, other 

patterns are available in the data. For example, as the data contain a diagnosis code for each 

prescription which is linked to a particular physician, ir is possible to measure how frequently each 

physician prescribes off-label relative to his or her total prescriptions in the category. In this section, 

I assign each physician a ’type’; which is simply the total share of off-label prescriptions of Seroquel 

that physician wrote over the course of the sample. As this is a share of total Seroquel prescribing, 

values range from 0 to 1. Table 3 contains descriptive statistics for the types, as binned into six 

groups: a group that has zero off-label prescription share, one with between 0 and 0.25, one with 

between 0.25 and 0.5, one between 0.5 and 0.75, one between 0.75 and 1, and one with ah off-label 

prescription share of 1, indicating that he or she has only prescribed off-label over the course of the 

sample. 

The striking result of the descriptive statistics is that there are 244, or about 14% of the physicians 

in the sample, that only ever prescribe off-label. While these physicians are detailed slightly less 

often than others, all of them are detailed ar least once and average one sales rep visit every 10 

months. Additionally, the average month of first detail for this group is not significantly later than 

any of the other groups. In particular, ir is the same as for the group that never prescribes off-label. 

In fact, the group that, on average, gets the earliest first detail in the sample is the group with 

off-label share between 0.75 and 1, which is a very high share of off-label prescribing. This group 

is detailed just as much as every group except for the one with off-label share between 0 and 0.25. 

While none of this is definitive proof that the messages contained in the visits were pushing off- 
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label, it is suggestive evidence that sales reps spent considerable energy on physicians who primarily 

prescribed their drug for off-label use, and that regulators might choose to pursue a smoking gun. 

Additionally, I bin psychiatrists in the same way without such a clear picture. On average, psychi- 

atrists prescribe about 22% of their anti-psychotics off-label, bur the dispersion is quite different. 

Only one of the 239 psychiatrists in the data prescribes only off-label, and 221 of the psychia- 

trists prescribe both on-label and off-label in significant quantities. Figure 5 shows side-by-side 

histograms of PCP and psychiatrist types. The distribution of psychiatrists is much more tightly 

centered around 22% off-label and is less obviously suggestive of nefarious activity by the sales reps, 

bur ir is not definitive, as I do not observe the conversations. However, psychiatrists are potentially 

less concerning from a regulatary perspective. They are more likely to have extensive experience 

with these drugs and be aware of the risks of prescribing them off-label than PCPs. 

4 The Effect of Detailing on Off-Label Prescribing 

4.1 The endogeneity problem and previous literature 

The individually targeted nature of detailing makes for significant managerial opportunities, bur also 

provides challenges in terras of estimating the effects of detailing. In particular, not only is detailing 

ser ar the individual physician level, ir is also not random. A firm optimally targeting its details 

would necessarily direct more detailing activities to those who provide the most potential profit: 

those who are most responsive and those who prescribe the most. As documented in previous 

literature (Manchanda et al. 2004) and learned in informal conversations with managers, decile 

rules play a significant role in detailing allocation. That is, sales reps tend to work independently 

and can visit physicians as many rimes as they please. However, the firm provides them with 

recommendations of how often to visit each physician, often generated by a third-party analytics 

firm, while putting pressure on reps to make a l~finil~mm total number of physician contacts. The 

physician’s volume of prescribing in the class of drugs, and in particular, the physician’s decile of 

category prescribing, strongly influence these recommendations. Given this information, sales reps 

decide whom to visit, and the firm attributes sales to visits and rewards the sales reps with bonuses 

based on performance. Given this structure, physician-specific characteristics must be controlled 

for as much as possible, preferably with a physician fixed effect. Otherwise, the researcher runs the 

risk of attributing sales to detailing when that prescriber would have prescribed with or without 

the sales rep visit. 

Solving this type of endogeneity problem in aggregate data is also difficult. Some authors (Berndt 

et al. 1995, 1997) employ instrumental-variable methods, using rime until patent expiration as ah 

excluded instrument. Firms advertise less as the patent expiration date approaches. The difficulty 

in this approach is that a number of supply and demand changes happen ar the same rime as patent 
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expiration approaches, so disentangling these effects is difficult. Another approach (Ching et al. 

2015) is to employ numerous control variables for the potential confounds. The limitation in this 

approach is that ir requires the researcher to obtain every possible variable that might be correlated 

both with prescriptions and detailing, which can be a rather difficult task. The most common 

approach to controlling for the endogeneity of firm detailing decisions is a structural approach (e.g., 

Dong et al. 2009, Kalra et al. 2011, Montoya et al. 2010, Manchanda et al. 2004, Stremersch et 

al. 2013) whereby the researcher writes down the firm’s objective function and requires that the 

firm optimize ir. If the theory is correct, the structural approach will control for the factors that 

determine detailing decisions that might contaminate the estimated demand effects. This approach 

requires reasonably strong assumptions on both the objective function of the firm and the firm’s 

sophistication in maximizing that objective function. This difficulty is especially present in aggregate 

data, bur is also a complication in physician-level data without using physician fixed effects. Using 

fixed effects can be computationally unattractive in complicated non-linear estimation problems, bur 

failing to account for unobserved physician-specific characteristics might induce significant positive 

bias. 

A smaller literature has used physician-level data and fixed effects to assess the effects of detailing. 

One strand of such literature looks ar the effects of policy changes involving detailing on physician 

behavior (Anderson et al. 2015, Larkin et al. 2013, Stremersch et al. 2009). Using these policy 

changes, directionally signing the strategies that are being outlawed is possible, bur without detailing 

data, extracting managerially meaningful implications is difficult. In particular, Anderson et al. 

(2015) show that conflict-of-interest disclosure policies have no significant effect on the prescribing 

of anti-psychotics, whereas Larkin et al. (2013) show that direct restrictions on detailing activities 

decreased anti-psychotic prescriptions to all populations. Two other papers use physician fixed 

effects together with physician-level detailing data (Datta et al. 2014, Mizik et al. 2004). These 

approaches can control for a strict application of decile rules and rely on the timing of detail 

visits being random. If sales reps can anticipate when demand will be high, they might detail 

more during those months, which would induce ah upward bias, even with physician fixed effects. 

However, such anticipation might be very difficult. Indeed, those studies with the smallest point 

estimates on detailing elasticities are those that employ physician-level fixed effects, suggesting 

physician characteristics play a large role in the allocation of detailing; in particular, those who 

would prescribe the most in the absence of detailing are the ones who are detailed the most. 

This study will employ a within-physician design similar to that of Datta et al. (2014) and Mizik et 

al. (2004), controlling for persistent physician-specific factors that drive prescribing independent of 

detailing. Additionally, changes in scientific knowledge provide significant within-physician variation 

to primary care providers in detailing visits. Separating the direct effects of the information shocks 

from the detailing effects relies on the fact that there is a gap between the timing of the shock and 
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the timing of the first post-shock detail visit for most of the physicians in the sample. 

4.2 Informational Shocks and Anti-psychotic Prescribing 

This study will leverage exogenous informational shocks that caused one branded product, Seroquel, 

to detail much more to primary care physicians. To separate the direct effect of the information 

shock from the effect of the shock-driven detail visit, I will primarily rely on the fact that the 

shocks and the first post-shock detail visit are not coincident for 90% of the physicians after the 

first shock and 82% of the physicians after the second shock. I will refer to these physicians as 

the ~non-coincident’ physicians. I will further exploit the panel nature of the data using physician- 

specific fixed effects to control for unobserved physician-specific factors that lead to prescribing. 

Prior to the information shocks, only 4% of physician-months and 18% of physicians in the data 

had ar least once detail visit. The information shocks drove a significant increase in the amount of 

within-physician variation in detailing. As such, the period prior to the information shocks will be 

especially helpful in pinning down physician fixed effects and the periods following the information 

shocks will provide significant variation in detailing. The period following the shock bur preceding 

the first detail visit will pin down the direct effect of the information that is unrelated to detail 

visits. Here, I rely on randomness in the timing of the first detail visit following the information 

shocks. I test the assumption by allowing the estimated effect of detailing to vary based on the 

date of initial post-shock detailing visit. Those physicians who are detailed later are no less likely 

to prescribe post detail than those who are detailed sooner, giving credibility to that assumption. 

For those physicians who are detailed in the same month as the information shock (I will refer to 

these physicians as ~coincident’ physicians), I will be unable to separate the information effect from 

the detailing effect. However, the estimated effect on these physicians could be viewed as ah upper 

bound, as some of the lift in their prescriptions could be due to the positive information and some 

could be due to the detailing. 

When atypical anti-psychotics were first discovered and widely used in the late 1990s, they were 

thought to be significantly better than the older-style typical anti-psychotics in terms of their 

side-effect profiles. In particular, the atypicals were thought to carry a significantly lower risk of 

metabolic side effects: significant weight gain and development of diabetes. However, these beliefs 

about comparative effectiveness and side effects were not clinically proven. As rime progressed, 

the scientific community learned more about how these drugs compared with each other and with 

the older typical anti-psychotics. In February of 2004, the American Diabetes Association, the 

American Psychiatric Association, the American Association of Clinical Endocrinologists, and the 

North American Association for the Study of Obesity in the journal, Diabetes Cate, released a con- 

sensus statement. The statement was meant to summarize the results of a consensus-development 

conference that took place in November of 2003. In particular, the statement said, "Clozapine and 
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olanzapine [generic name for Zyprexa] are associated with the greatest weight gain and highest 

occurrence of diabetes and dyslipidemia. Risperdione [Risperdal] and quetiapine [Seroquel] appear 

to have interrnediate effects. Aripiprazole and ziprasidone are associated with little or no significant 

weight gain, diabetes, or dyslipidemia, although they have not been used as extensively as other 

agents." The guidelines recommended both metabolic baseline screening and follow-up monitoring 

of patients who were prescribed a second-generation anti-psychotic. This information was a posi- 

tive shock for all products other than Clozapine and Zyprexa, because Zyprexa was previously the 

market leader in anti-psychotics and received clear negative news. Indeed, Figure 2 shows Zyprexa 

revenues took a significant hit in 2004 and beyond, losing its status as a market leader, while other 

products gained ground. 

Although the consensus statement provided some information about the comparative effectiveness 

and side effects of these products, ir was well short of definitive in setting the standard of cate. 

Ir was not the culmination of a randomized control trial, bur rather the summation of a number 

of other studies, some more suggestive than others. The field went a bit further in commissioning 

"The Clinical anti-psychotic Trials of Intervention Effectiveness" (CATIE) in the early 2000s. The 

purpose of CATIE was to compare four new atypical anti-psychotics (Zyprexa, Seroquel, Risperdal, 

and Geodon) and one old typical anti-psychotic (perphenazine) on the dimensions of tolerability, 

efficacy, and side-effect profiles. Note that norte of these products are molecularly equivalent: they 

are therapeutic substitutes. The study was conducted from January 2001 through December of 

2004 and the results were disseminated in early 2005, to be published in the New England dournal 

of Medicine in September of that year. The study found the big winners to be branded Seroquel 

and generic perphenazine. The products were big winners not in the sense that they were clearly 

safer and more efficacious than other products, bur rather that neither performed significantly worse 

than the rest of the products on any of the adverse effects. Both products had the lowest incidence 

of metabolic and anti-pyramidal side effects while having similar efficacy and tolerability to other 

treatments. The market leader, Zyprexa, was found to have better tolerability than other products, 

bur that tolerability was offset by severe adverse effects, particularly, weight gain that was lar worse 

than any of the other products. Rispderdal performed poorly on the dimension of insomnia and 

had adverse sexual side effects. 

Given that the information for a very inexpensive generic and a very expensive brand was more or 

less equal, perphenazine would seem likely to take over as the first-line medication for psychosis. 

Indeed, the National Institutes of Mental Health published a press release following the publication 

of CATIE explaining that the study showed the conventional wisdom that the older-generation drug 

would have a worse side-effect profile was false, and that physicians should take that information into 

account when making treatment decisions.8 That perphenazine was not significantly affected by the 

8http: / /www.nimh.nih.g~v / funding/ c~inica~~research / practica~ / catie / phase1resu~ts.shtm~ 
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clear good news combined with NIMH publicity is a bit of a puzzle, as previous studies have shown 

that publicity can affect prescriptions in the statin market (Ching et al. 2015). However, the lack of 

positive effect on perphenazine might also be seen as evidence of the limitation of good information 

and publicity without ah accompanying firm response to spread the good news. Analysis of the 

effect of the information shocks on perphenazine prescribing is available in the appendix. 

These information shocks were met with a sharp marketing response by Seroquel. Figure 6 shows 

the average number of Seroquel detail visits received by each PCP in the sample after partialing 

out physician fixed effects. Distinct jumps occur in the amount of detailing in February of 2004 

and January of 2005. Presumably these jumps in detailing were to help spread the good news, or 

said differently, the perceived marginal returns to detailing had increased, consistent with the story 

in Ching & Ishihara (2010) and Venkataraman & Stremersch (2007). Figure 7 shows the average 

number of Seroquel detail visits for psychiatrists per month, partialing out physician fixed effects. 

Interestingly, no such distinct jump occurs in marketing activities to psychiatrists. The lack of 

a detailing response to psychiatrists suggests reasons orthogonal to this particular new scientific 

information likely explain the large number of visits to psychiatrists. Indeed, ir is entirely possible 

that psychiatrists know the news well before its publication and as such, the marginal benefit of 

detailing to psychiatrists has not changed with the new information. With no distinct jumps ar 

the dates of information revelation to psychiatrists, the main portion of this study will focus on 

PCPs, because the research design taking advantage of the shock-driven detailing increase will not 

work for psychiatrists. However, to the extent that firms use decile tules to target detailing, a fixed- 

effects design will still be valid for psychiatrists, under the assumption that the timing of visits is as 

good as random. Making this assumption, a fixed-effects analysis of psychiatrists is provided in the 

appendix. There is significant within-physician variation in detailing to psychiatrists throughout 

the sample period. 

Are PCPs ah important target for anti-psychotics? Figure 8 shows the total number of detail visits 

in the sample inflated to represent the number of PCPs and psychiatrists in the United States. After 

the release of the CATIE study, more than hall of all detail visits appear to be going to PCPs. This 

finding suggests that, ar least to the firm, PCPs are ah important target. PCPs represent about a 

third of the anti-psychotic prescriptions in this sample, though this sample is slightly skewed toward 

PCPs. Additionally, non-traditional prescribers of anti-psycotics, primarily PCPs, were the focus 

of the regulator concern regarding off-label promotion. 
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4.3 The Effects of Information Shocks 

4.3.1 Reduced Form Effects 

While there were overwhelming jumps in physician detailing following these information shocks, 

these jumps were not met with ah overwhelmingly obvious jump in prescribing behavior. Corre- 

sponding regressions show the significant effect of the information shocks on detailing PCPs and 

the associated increase in prescriptions. Interestingly, while the increase in detailing is sharp and 

significant, the increase in Seroquel prescriptions following each shock is modest. The next section 

will dissect these results more carefully. Figure 9 plots the Seroquel prescriptions per physician per 

month after partialing out physician-specific fixed effects. Although a jump could occur, ir is not as 

clear as the distinctive jump in detailing. To more clearly see whether the prescribing of Seroquel 

increased significantly with the different information regime, I estimate 

SeroqueIRx~t = a~ + ~ * rime + f!lShocklt + f!2Shock2t + ~it, 

for g E {TotaIRx, OfflabeIRx}. To further evaluate how much of this etfect could come from 

detailing versus the direct effect of the shock, I take advantage of the fact that many physicians are 

not detailed ar exactly the rime of the shock, the ’non-coincident’ physicians. Figure 10 illustrates 

exactly which types of physicians are identifying the effects of interest. In each panel, there is the 

rime series of detail visits for a single physician. Each of these physicians receives three detail visits 

over the course of the sample, which is the median. In panel (a) is ah example of a ’non-coincident’ 

physician for both shocks. After each shock, there is a lag before a sales rep reaches this physician. 

The rime before the detail visit bur after the shock will pin down the information etfect, while 

the rime after the detailing visit bur prior to the next shock will pin down the detailing effect. 

Meanwhile, in panel (b) is ah example of a physician who is a ’coincident’ physician for shock 2, as 

this physician was visited in the exact month of the information shock. For this physician, I will not 

be able to separate the direct etfect of shock 2 from the detailing etfect associated with the shock 

2-driven detailing activities. I quantify this systematically in the sample with the equations 

ai + ~ * rime + ~o * PreShockst + 
~ 

[/~Jr .... l D~¿OC~j, itc°incident 

j= { shock l ,shock2 } 

+/~j2Shockj,¿t°n +/~j3Shockj¡nt°n ¯ PostDetailit] ÷ 

for g ~ {TotaIRx, OfflabeIRx}. The pre-shock period will serve as the reference period and as 

such will not provide ah estimate of ~o. In this case, ~1~ and ~~~ will provide the composition etfect 

between the information and the detailing for the coincident physicians. As these physicians are 
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never observed in periods where the information shock has happened and they have not yet been 

detailed, ir is impossible to separate those two effects. These physicians make up about 11% of the 

sample for the first shock and 18% of the sample for the second shock. These can be viewed as upper 

bounds on the total effect of the positive shock-driven detailing for these physicians. For all other 

physicians, f!12 and f!2~ will give the direct effect of the information shock prior to any detailing 

activities and ~13 and ~~3 will give the effect of the shock after the first detail visit they receive, 

providing the incrementai effect of the detailing over and above the shock by itself. Ir physicians all 

read the studies and take the information as a reason to prescribe more Seroquel, this will show up 

in~x~ and ~~2. To the extent that physicians need to be informed of the shocks by sales reps, ir will 

be reflected in f!~~ and f!~~. 

This analysis assumes that f!~8 and f!~8 are the same no matter which month the physician is first 

detailed in after the shock. This essentially amounts to the assumption that conditional upon 

receiving a post shock visit~ the timing of the first visit to each physician is essentially random with 

respect to the effect of detailing on that physician. There is reason to think this is a reasonable 

assumption. Conversations with experienced sales reps indicate two sources of randomness in the 

timing of visits. First~ they often ser the sequence of their visits to minimize the distance they 

have to drive in a given day. Unless the highly responsive physicians are all located together~ this 

pattern will lead to randomness in timing with respect to detailing responsiveness. Second~ the 

sales reps are often turned away ar practices due to the physician being roo busy. The sales rep 

then comes back ar a different time~ hoping to find the physician available. The random timing 

assumption might not be reasonable ir the firm targets the most responsive physicians earlier than 

the less responsive physicians. I test the assumption by allowing f!~3 and f!~8 to have heterogeneous 

effects based on the rime elapsed between the shock and the first detail. This requires the much less 

restrictive assumption that each physician who receives his or her first post-shock visit in the same 

month has the same response. Ir firms visit the most responsive physicians first~ then the interaction 

terra between Shockj~~,i°~~ ¯ PostDetailit and rime elapsed between shock and detail will be strongly 

negative. As will be shown in the results~ this interaction terra is very small and insignificant~ which 

provides support for the random timing assumption. 

Ah additional concern is that independent of both detailing and the initial release of the scientific 

information~ there might be publicity in the news or other sources in a given month that leads to 

further prescriptions~ as is considered in Ching et al. (2015). One way to deal with this concern 

is to add in month fixed effects to control for any particular event that occurs for all physicians 

in a particular month. A limitation in this approach is that many of the variables above only 

vary ar the month level~ so are not distinguishable from month fixed effects. However~ the variable~ 

ízoíz, " 
Shockj,~t PostDetagl~t~ which generates the main variable of interest~ varies both by physician and 

by month, as different physicians get their first detail visits ar different rimes following shocks. As 
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activities and ~13 and ~~3 will give the effect of the shock after the first detail visit they receive, 

providing the incrementai effect of the detailing over and above the shock by itself. Ir physicians all 

read the studies and take the information as a reason to prescribe more Seroquel, this will show up 

in~x~ and ~~2. To the extent that physicians need to be informed of the shocks by sales reps, ir will 

be reflected in f!~~ and f!~~. 

This analysis assumes that f!~8 and f!~8 are the same no matter which month the physician is first 

detailed in after the shock. This essentially amounts to the assumption that conditional upon 

receiving a post shock visit~ the timing of the first visit to each physician is essentially random with 

respect to the effect of detailing on that physician. There is reason to think this is a reasonable 

assumption. Conversations with experienced sales reps indicate two sources of randomness in the 

timing of visits. First~ they often ser the sequence of their visits to minimize the distance they 

have to drive in a given day. Unless the highly responsive physicians are all located together~ this 

pattern will lead to randomness in timing with respect to detailing responsiveness. Second~ the 

sales reps are often turned away ar practices due to the physician being roo busy. The sales rep 

then comes back ar a different time~ hoping to find the physician available. The random timing 

assumption might not be reasonable ir the firm targets the most responsive physicians earlier than 

the less responsive physicians. I test the assumption by allowing f!~3 and f!~8 to have heterogeneous 

effects based on the rime elapsed between the shock and the first detail. This requires the much less 

restrictive assumption that each physician who receives his or her first post-shock visit in the same 

month has the same response. Ir firms visit the most responsive physicians first~ then the interaction 

terra between Shockj~~,i°~~ ¯ PostDetailit and rime elapsed between shock and detail will be strongly 

negative. As will be shown in the results~ this interaction terra is very small and insignificant~ which 

provides support for the random timing assumption. 

Ah additional concern is that independent of both detailing and the initial release of the scientific 

information~ there might be publicity in the news or other sources in a given month that leads to 

further prescriptions~ as is considered in Ching et al. (2015). One way to deal with this concern 

is to add in month fixed effects to control for any particular event that occurs for all physicians 

in a particular month. A limitation in this approach is that many of the variables above only 

vary ar the month level~ so are not distinguishable from month fixed effects. However~ the variable~ 

ízoíz, " 
Shockj,~t PostDetagl~t~ which generates the main variable of interest~ varies both by physician and 

by month, as different physicians get their first detail visits ar different rimes following shocks. As 
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such, the parameter on that variable can be separately distinguished from the month fixed effects. 

As will be shown in the results, the parameter of interest is unchanged by the inclusion of month 

fixed effects, which should address concerns of publicity biasing the results. 

I run these analyses for both total prescriptions of Seroquel and off-label prescriptions of Seroquel, 

using the detailed nature of the prescribing data. Ir might be hypothesized that since the detail 

visits are driven by the clinical studies and the clinical studies themselves were in part motivated 

by investigating efficacy on the main effect, ah effect of these detail visits on off-label prescriptions 

should not be expected. However, the studies did not illuminate any statistically significant dif- 

ferences between the treatments with respect to on-label efficacy. All of the significant differences 

that affected Seroquel were about the side effects, which should apply equally to both on-label and 

off-label uses. Additionally, according to a Department of Justice press release, they were worried 

about the effects of detailing on off-label prescribing, particularly in the rime period between 2001 

and 2006 and to primary care physicians. If ir were obvious and unsurprising that these details had 

no effect on off-label prescribing, ir would be rather peculiar for the DOJ to tine AstraZeneca $520 

million for off-label promotion. Their April 20109 press release reads (emphasis added): 

The United States alleges that AstraZeneca illegally marketed Seroquel for uses never 

approved by the FDA. Specifically, between Jansary $001 throsgh December $006, As- 

traZeneca promoted Seroquel to psychiatrists and other physicians for certain uses that 

were not approved by the FDA as safe and effective (including aggression, Alzheimer’s 

disease, anger management, anxiety, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, bipolar 

maintenance, dementia, depression, mood disorder, post-traumatic stress disorder, and 

sleeplessness). These unapproved uses were not medically accepted indications for which 

the United States and the state Medicaid programs provided coverage for Seroquel. 

According to the settlement agreement, AstraZeneca targeted its illegal marketing 

of the anti-psychotic Seroquel towards doctors who do not typically treat schizophrenia 

or bipolar disorder, such as physicians who treat the elderly, primar~ cate ph~sicians, 

pediatric and adolescent physicians, and in long-term care facilities and prisons. 

Further, as per the previous section, the data in this study show that AstraZeneca sales reps visited 

physicians with a high propensity to prescribe off-label nearly as frequently and intensely as those 

who had low propensity to prescribe off-label, including many visits to physicians who never recorded 

ah on-label prescription. They also visited just as promptly after the information shocks. Both the 

descriptive evidence from these data and the direct historical evidence from the Department of 

Justice suggest that the regulator cates a great deal about whether or not these particular detail 

visits produced a significant number of off-label prescriptions. 

9 http://www.justice.g~v/~pa/pr/pharmaceutica~~giant~astrazeneca~pay~52~~mi~~i~n~~abe~~drug~marketing 
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Ir must also be noted that a finding of a positive effect of detailing on off-label prescribing need 

not imply criminal behavior by the firm. The firm may simply report the side effects and in 

doing so increase off-label prescriptions by physicians who now feel more comfortable that the drug 

is more safe. If that were the case, the fraction of the detailing effect attributable to off-label 

prescriptions should be similar to the total off-label share of prescriptions. However, the converse, 

that detailing has little or no effect on off-label prescribing, might suggest to the regulator that 

even if the firm is illegally attempting to push off-label uses, the fact that ir does not have much 

effect might make ir not worth spending scarce resources investigating and prosecuting the case. In 

either case, how promotional activity affects off-label prescriptions is a useful piece of information 

to consider in thinking about how to most efficiently regulate promotion. Additionally, this effect 

is ah important input for firms. If ir turns out that their detailing efforts have minimal effect on 

off-label prescriptions, they might be wise to avoid any activity that is even suggestive of promoting 

off-label, as ir would not be worth the risk of a large settlement. If such settlements are seen as a 

cost of doing business, ir is important to the manger to know whether or not the activity in question 

was worth the punishment. 

One additional way to consider separating the direct effect of information from the promotional effect 

would be to consider the effect of the information shocks on the generic drug, perphenazine, which, 

as noted previously, also received positive information indistinguishable from the news received 

by Seroquel, though without ah associated increase in detailing. If ir did not have ah associated 

increase in prescriptions without the detailing that Seroquel received, ir would be some evidence 

that detailing is necessary to spread good news, as PCPs are unlikely to find the news on their 

own. Indeed, I find this to be the case, and details of the analysis are provided in the appendix. 

As perphenazine is working from a much smaller prescription base from Seroquel, ir is not a perfect 

comparison group. However, ir does provide some evidence of the limited power of even strong 

clinical study information that is not accompanied by a firm response. 

4.3.2 Reduced Form Results 

Table 5 presents regressions looking only ar the effects of the shocks on detailing and prescribing. 

Column 1 confirms the intuition from Figure 6, that the information shocks caused large and signif- 

icant increases in detailing to PCPs. Columns 2 and 3 show that the corresponding effect on total 

and off-label prescriptions are very small and insignificant. Interestingly, prescriptions for Seroquel 

among PCPs did not rise ar all in the period following the first shock and only increased a small, 

statistically insignificant amount following the second shock. Meanwhile, off-label prescriptions of 

Seroquel decreased in the periods following each shock, though neither effect is not distinguishable 

from zero. Following the logic that using the information shocks as instruments would present ah 

upper bound on the effect of detailing, these very small reduced-form results suggest that any de- 
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tailing effect must be small. However, ir is possible to gain significant precision as well as separation 

of the information and the detailing effect with the data. 

Table 6 presents the reduced forro regressions separating out the coincident and non-coincident 

physicians to separate the information effect from the detailing effect. The coefficients on Shocklc°i’~cid~’~t 

and Shock2c°i’~~~d~’~t correspond to ~11 and ~21 above and are the composition effect of the direct 

information shock and detailing for the coincident physicians. There are 198 of these physicians for 

the first shock, and they make up roughly 11% of the physicians in the sample. There are 322 of 

these physicians in the sample for the second shock, making up 18% of the physicians in the sample. 

The coefficients on Shockl~~°~~ and Shock2~~°~~ correspond to ~~2 and ~~~ and are the intercepts for 

the period following the information shock bur prior to the first detail visit for the non-coincident 

physicians. There are 490 of these physicians following the first shock and and 1171 following the 

second shock. This means that many physicians are not detailed ar all during the period of the 

information shock for each shock and a separate intercept is allowed for these physicians. Finally, 

the coe~cients on Shockl~~°~~ * PostDetail and Shock2~~°~~ * PostDetail correspond to ~~3 and ~~3 

and are the effect of the information shock following the first detail visit. 

Columns 1 and 2 show a small and insignificant combined effect of Shock 1 and detailing to the 

coincident physicians, both for total and off-label prescribing. Meanwhile, non-coincident physicians 

in the period after Shock 1 and prior to the first detail also show small, negative, bur insignificant 

changes to their prescribing of both total and off-label prescriptions. After their first detail following 

Shock 1, these physicians now show a positive effect on prescribing, bur ir is small, ar about 

0.05 prescriptions per month and insignificant. A similarly small effect is is present for off-label 

prescriptions that is marginally significant, ar 0.035. Overall, Shock 1 appears to have had no 

overall effect to either total or off-label prescriptions, while detailing seems to have a small effect 

that is mostly attributable to off-label. 

The story shifts considerably after with Shock 2. There is a positive and significant composition 

effect for the coincident physicians of about 0.16 prescriptions, and a very small and insignificant 

0.007 effect on off-label prescriptions. The shock and the detailing combine for these physicians 

to generate 0.16 prescriptions, none of which are off-label. After Shock 2, there is a very small 

and insignificant effect of 0.005 on the total prescriptions to the non-coincident physicians prior 

to a detail visit, and a similarly insignificant effect on off-label prescriptions. However, following 

their first detail the effect increases to a significant 0.066 for on-label prescriptions while remain- 

ing small and insignificant for off-label prescriptions. While the first information shock seems to 

have had little effect either directly, or through detailing, the second shock appears to have had a 

significant effect on total prescriptions, none of which can be attributed to off-label prescriptions. 

Also interestingly, the period before a physician gets detailed bur after Shock 2, there is no increase 

in prescriptions, suggesting that ir is the detailing rather than the direct information driving the 
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that is mostly attributable to off-label. 
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to a detail visit, and a similarly insignificant effect on off-label prescriptions. However, following 
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increase in prescriptions. This is consistent with physicians not necessarily learning the information 

unless a detail visit provides them with the information. 

Recall that these results assume that firms are not first visiting physicians who are more responsive 

to detailing, as some physicians are first detailed in the second month after the shock while others 

are first detailed in the fourth or fifth, and the above results pool those into one coefficient. Columns 

3 and 4 provide a relaxation of the assumption by allowing the Shockl~~°~~ ¯ PostDetail etfects to 

vary by the month of first detail. Ir firms are visiting the most responsive physicians the earliest, 

the interaction terra Shockl~~°~~ * PostDetail * FirstMonth should be negative and significant. All 

of the interaction terras are both small and insignificant, giving some support to the assumption 

that within physician, the timing of each detail is as good as random. As mentioned before, this is 

perhaps unsurprising given the fact that firms are known to employ simple decile tules. Additionally, 

this is consistent with the fact that many sales reps report being turned away from practices only 

to return in a subsequent visit and try again. 

While aggregate rime effects are incorporated into all of the above analysis using a linear rime 

trend, ir remains possible that detailing effects could be confounded by discrete news stories that 

are independent of the initial release of information. Such a story would be consistent with Ching et 

al. (2015). To address this concern, columns 5-6 contain month fixed effects to control for any news 

story that might lift the prescriptions of all physicians ar the same rime. As many of the variables 

in this analysis vary only ar the month level, the month fixed effects will make the estimation of 

those impossible. However, the main variable of interest, Shock~~°~~ * PostDetailit , varies ar the 

individual and the monthly level, as different physicians receive their first detail visits ar different 

rimes. Additionally, the Shockj etfect can only be identified for one of the two physician types 

and will represent the difference between them in that rime period. Columns 5-6 show that the 

main variables of interest are not changed significantly with the addition of the month fixed effects, 

alleviating the concern that publicity and news stories could be causing the lift in prescriptions for 

all physicians in a particular month. This is perhaps unsurprising because unlike statins, which 

Ching et al. (2015) study, anti-psychotics are not taken by as large of a patient base and that base 

may be less responsive to news stories about the drugs they take due to the nature of the condition 

that is treated. 

4.3.3 Scaling the Results 

While the previous section is designed to show the etfect of the ditferent regimes (Post Shock 1 Pre 

Detail, Post Shock 1 Post Detail, Post Shock 2 Pre Detail, Post Shock 2 Post Detail) on prescribing 

behavior, I would ideally like to estimate a detailing etfect so prescriptions may be attributed to 

each detail visit as opposed to the regime as a whole. This simply requires scaling each estimate by 

the propensity to be detailed during each regime. Again, for those physicians who are detailed in 
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story that might lift the prescriptions of all physicians ar the same rime. As many of the variables 

in this analysis vary only ar the month level, the month fixed effects will make the estimation of 

those impossible. However, the main variable of interest, Shock~~°~~ * PostDetailit , varies ar the 

individual and the monthly level, as different physicians receive their first detail visits ar different 

rimes. Additionally, the Shockj etfect can only be identified for one of the two physician types 

and will represent the difference between them in that rime period. Columns 5-6 show that the 

main variables of interest are not changed significantly with the addition of the month fixed effects, 

alleviating the concern that publicity and news stories could be causing the lift in prescriptions for 

all physicians in a particular month. This is perhaps unsurprising because unlike statins, which 

Ching et al. (2015) study, anti-psychotics are not taken by as large of a patient base and that base 

may be less responsive to news stories about the drugs they take due to the nature of the condition 

that is treated. 

4.3.3 Scaling the Results 

While the previous section is designed to show the etfect of the ditferent regimes (Post Shock 1 Pre 

Detail, Post Shock 1 Post Detail, Post Shock 2 Pre Detail, Post Shock 2 Post Detail) on prescribing 

behavior, I would ideally like to estimate a detailing etfect so prescriptions may be attributed to 
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the same month as the informational shock, the direct information effect is not separable from the 

detailing effect, bur since the information is positive, the estimated effect on these physicians can 

be interpreted as ah upper bound on the true effect. 

c~i + ~/ * rime + fio * PreShockst * SeroquelDetailit +. 

[pjlD~¿OC~j, it * SeroquelDetailit ÷ flj2Shockj, ir~°n 

j {shockl,shock2} 

+fljõShockji~~°~~ * PostDetaili~ * SeroquelDetailitl + ~it, 

for g E {TotaIJRx, OfflabeIJRx}. The reduced forro results will be scaled in two ways. First, I will 

use the flow of detailing as the scale variable. Second, I will assume that detailing accumulates as 

a stock to allow past detailing to affect present prescriptions. I build this stock using the formula, 

SeroqueIStockit = ~ 5t ~ SeroqueIDetaili~ , 

and assuming a decay parameter of 5 = 0.6. The use of the geometric decay and assumed decay 

parameter is consistent with previous literature (Narayanan et al. 2004), and I calibrate the 5 

parameter using a non-parameteric analysis assessing the effects of lagged detailing on prescriptions 

following the second shock. Details of this calibration are in the appendix. 

As with the reduced forro analysis, I include a specification testing to see ir the detailing effect 

differs by the date of first detail following the information shock. This is also effectively a test of 

the assumption of randomness in the timing of first visit with respect to detailing effect. Ir firms 

visit those physicians who are more responsive sooner, then the parameter on this interaction terra 

will be significantly negative. Also analogous to the reduced forro analysis, I include a specification 

including month fixed effects to control for potential confounds in publicity that all physicians might 

receive in a given period. 

From these estimates, a number of deductions are possible. First, ir is possible to see to the 

extent to which detailing affected off-label prescriptions to PCPs in absolute terras in the periods 

following each shock. The magnitude of the off-label effect is important in itself, as a small effect 

might indicate a low level of regulatory concern about details to PCPs of this nature. However, 

as mentioned before, a finding that detailing increases off-label prescriptions does not necessarily 

implicate firms in illegal activity. Sharing good news about adverse effects could cause physicians 

to prescribe more off-label even ir the sales rep did not try to push that specific course of action. 

To further assess whether detailing might have pushed off-label uses, the fraction of the total 

detailing effect comes from off-label prescriptions can be informative. Ir that fraction is larger 

than the overall fraction of off-label prescriptions in the populations, the regulator might be more 

likely to infer that detailing messages were geared towards off-label prescribing. To assess this 
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to prescribe more off-label even ir the sales rep did not try to push that specific course of action. 

To further assess whether detailing might have pushed off-label uses, the fraction of the total 

detailing effect comes from off-label prescriptions can be informative. Ir that fraction is larger 

than the overall fraction of off-label prescriptions in the populations, the regulator might be more 

likely to infer that detailing messages were geared towards off-label prescribing. To assess this 
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~o~~~~~~~ to ~«o~~~~~o~~~~~~~ These quantities can then be compared for the question, I compare    ~ S~~oqudRx 
different scalings of the detailing effect and separately for the periods following each shock. As 

there are a considerable number of physicians for whom the information effect is not separable 

from the detailing effect, this comparison will be limited to those physicians for which the two can 

be separated. Finally, I weight these ratios for each period by the total number of details during 

that rime to see how the total impact of detailing influenced the distribution of on-label versus 

off-label prescribing over the course of this sample, 2001-2006, which was exactly the period the 

DOJ referenced in its press release. 

Before proceeding to the main results of interest, I note here that across all specifications, detailing 

in the period preceding both shocks is small and not distinguishable from zero. Ir also has no 

exogenous shock generating the variation. Indeed, the estimated effect is extremely imprecise. 

There are limited data from which to estimate this effect, as less than 4% of physician-months in 

this period contain a detail visit and only 18% of physicians are visited. The fact that very few 

physicians are visited might indicate the firm believes the effect of detailing in this period is low. 

The results scaled by flow are in Table 6, and the stock-scaled results are in the appendix. For 

each, I will focus on the preferred specifications, which are in columns 1 & 2 and corresponds to 

columns 1 & 2 of Table 5, as the results are all consistent with each other. Following Shock 1, 

~~~ corresponds to the ~upper bound’ effect of detailing on coincident physicians, as ir cannot be 

separated from the direct information effect, f!~~ indicates that ar most, details have a positive, 

though insignificant, effect on total prescriptions of about 0.03 and off-label prescriptions of about 

0.02 to coincident physicians following Shock 1. Not only are these small and insignificant, bur 

they are not separable from the direct effect of the information, which is presumably positive. 

Meanwhile, the detailing effect on total prescriptions for the non-coincident physicians is larger ar 

about 0.08, though ir is not significant. However, the effect on off-label prescriptions is about 0.07 

and statistically significant, making up nearly all of the detailing effect following the first shock. 

Ir seems as though there is a small detailing effect of the Shock 1-driven details that is mostly 

attributable to off-label prescriptions. While ir might be concerning to the regulator that the share 

of the detailing effect attributable to off-label prescriptions is far higher than the share of off-label 

prescriptions (0.42) in the data for this rime period, ir is worth noting that these effect sizes are 

quite small. 

Following Shock 2, the combination detailing and information effect, f!~~, is about 0.18 per detail 

for the coincident physicians. This is a much more sizable effect and confirms what was found in the 

reduced form, though ir must be emphasized that this should be thought of as ah upper bound on 

the detailing effect. Ir corresponds with ah elasticity with respect to detailing of about 0.12, which is 

on the very low end of what has been found in the literature, even with ir being viewed as ah upper 

bound on the true effect. The corresponding effect on off-label prescriptions is considerably smaller, 
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ar about 0.04 and statistically significant. This makes up less than one fourth of the effect on 

total prescriptions and would represent a shift in the prescribing distribution towards more on-label 

treatments. For the non-coincident physicians, the detailing effect on total Seroquel prescriptions 

following Shock 2 is a positive and significant 0.15. Meanwhile, the effect on off-label prescriptions 

is quite a bit smaller, ar about 0.05 and significant. This effect makes up only about one third of 

the detailing effect for this group, which is smaller than the share of off-label prescriptions in the 

data, which is 0.42. The estimated detailing effect for the non-coincident physicians is only slightly 

smaller than and not statistically distinguishable from the upper bound of the detailing effect on the 

coincident physicians, suggesting that the firms are not visiting more responsive physicians sooner. 

Furthermore, the effect for the period prior to the first detail remains small and insignificant and, 

in fact, negative for the non-coincident physicians. All of these results together suggest that the 

direct information effect of the shock in the absence of a detail visit is either very small or zero. 

This is also consistent with the fact that the generic drug receiving good news, perphenazine, sees 

no increase in prescriptions following the shocks. The lack of a large direct effect is consistent with 

physicians not having much rime to read clinical studies, instead relying on detailing to provide 

them with the information. Given that the information they receive through is from a firm that 

only wishes to maximize its own profits, ir is unsurprising that they might not share the good news 

about the generic as well. 

Columns 3-6 provide the same validity and robustness checks as in the reduced forro, while also 

controlling for detailing activities of rivals. In columns 3 & 4, I allow detailing to have a heteroge- 

neous effect by the date of first detail following each shock, while also including rival detailing. The 

interaction terras, as with the reduced forro, are very small and insignificant, showing no evidence 

that firms are visiting more responsive physicians sooner. Additionally, rival detailing shows no 

significant effect, nor does ir alter the coefIicients of the variables of interest. Columns 5 & 6 include 

month fixed effects to control for the fact that there might be various types of publicity beyond 

the initial release of information that could be correlated with both prescriptions in a given month 

overall and detailing to each individual physician. Again, the rime invariant covariates are no longer 

identified, bur the parameters of interest remain unchanged. 

Discussion of the results scaled by detailing stock may be found in the appendix, as they are entirely 

consistent with the results on flow. 

The above results show some very interesting patterns in detailing effects surrounding these signif- 

icant information shocks. Overall, ir must be noted that the magnitude of the estimated detailing 

effects are exceptionally small. Assuming ah average price of Seroquel of $217, which is the average 

price in 2006l°, and assuming that these detailing patterns extend to the population of PCPs, these 

estimated effects imply total incrementai revenues from detailing to PCPs from 2001-2006 which 

lo http://www.drugs.com/top200_ 2006.html 
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are on the order of $40 million. While this assumes past detailing has no effect, the results using 

the stock conception of detailing imply incrementai revenues on the order of $80 million. These 

numbers likely over-state the incrementai revenues, as this sample over-samples physicians in the 

40th percentile of prescribing who are more likely to be detailed. This includes all prescriptions, on 

and off-label, and is significantly smaller than the regulatory tine of $520 million. 

In addition to the absolute magnitude, the relative share of the total effect attributable to on and 

off-label prescriptions is of interest. While detailing after Shock 1 has ah effect which is almost 

entirely attributable to off-label prescriptions, that effect is tiny, and the nurnber of detail visits 

was small compared with those following Shock 2. To make this comparison more precise, here, I 

cornpare the total prescriptions caused by detailing with the total off-label prescriptions caused by 

detailing over the course of this sample, 2001-2006. I believe this to be ah informative comparison 

for two reasons. First, 2001-2006 was exactly the rime period the DOJ referenced in their settlement 

with AstraZeneca over Seroquel detailing. Next, while this sample is not representative of the entire 

population, the non-representativeness sterns frorn the fact that these physicians were rnore likely 

to be detailed than the average physician in the population. 

I compute the total number of prescriptions and total number of off-label prescriptions caused by 

detailing analogously: 

for g ~ {TotaIRx, OfflabeIRx}. This will only add up the total and off-label prescriptions caused 

for the non-coincident physicians over the course of the sample. However, the quantity of interest 

is the fatio of these two numbers and how ir compares with the share of off-label prescriptions 

in the data. Using these formulas, I find that for this group of physicians, off-label prescriptions 

account for about 39% of the total prescriptions caused by detailing, which is below the 42% of off- 

label prescriptions in the data. This suggests that overall, over the rime frame 2001-2006, detailing 

caused the distribution of prescribing to move slightly toward on-label prescriptions. This helps to 

provide ah overall picture to go along with the shock-by-shock picture of the share of the off-label 

effect. 

I similarly calculate the total and off-label prescriptions caused using all physicians in the sample. 

For those that are detailed in the same month of the shock, I assume that the estimated composition 

effect of detailing and the direct information is the detailing effect. This is not ideal, as this is ah 

upper bound on the true effect. As the quantity of interest is a fatio, the direction of the bias 

depends on whether or not there was a bigger direct information on total or off-label prescriptions. 
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The estimation did not provide evidence of a direct effect on either total or off-label prescriptions 

for the other physicians, bur this ratio should be taken with the limitation in mind. For the full 

sample, ir appears as though off-label prescriptions account for about 31% of the total detailing 

effect over the course of the sample. That is again well below the 42% off-label share of Seroquel 

prescriptions in the data. Analogous calculations were done using the detailing stock measure and 

estimates, with nearly identical results. 

4.3.4 Boundary Conditions 

Ir is a useful exercise to think about the boundary conditions of this approach. First, a clear 

limitation is that for the share of the physicians that is detailed exactly ar the point of each 

information shock, I cannot separate the effect of direct information from the detailing effect. As 

the information is positive, the bias resulting if we were to consider the composition a detailing 

effect would be in the upward direction. Additionally, bias due to sample selection could be present. 

Only physicians that receive detailing during the sample period enter into the estimation. Ir could 

be the case that the firm only visits those physicians who are most affected by detailing rather than 

a level shift in all detailing across physicians. 

If this is the case, the estimated effect will still represent a "treatment effect on the treated" (TOT), 

as long as the timing of the shocks is as good as random to each physician, because with fixed 

effects, the estimation controls for the fact that some physicians might be more likely to prescribe 

in any case. This TOT will be larger than the "average treatment effect" (ATE) in the population, 

because the physicians who are not being visited are the ones who are less affected. Given this 

concern, we may not want to interpret these treatment effects as what would happen if the firm 

increased detailing to include physicians who were never detailed in this sample. 

However, the regulator should be interested in the estimated TOT rather than the ATE. That 

is, the regulator is concerned about whether the firm’s observed promotions actually lead to off- 

label prescriptions rather than about how much they would have affected prescriptions if they had 

detailed differently. Similarly, this is the treatment effect the firm would be interested in if ir wanted 

to evaluate the return of its past detailing effort. However, if the firm wished to maximize future 

profits considering the potential effect of detailing to all physicians, ir would want to know something 

about the treatment effect on those physicians who were not treated, a question about which this 

estimation would be less informative. Ir would not be entirely uninformative, as we can view this 

TOT as a weak upper bound for the relevant ATE, with equality binding when those not detailed 

had the same treatment effect as those detailed. 

Ah additional concern could be that the diagnosis codes might be mis-measured. Because physicians 

self-report the diagnosis codes, we might be worried physicians might have ah incentive to under- 

report off-label prescribing if there were some fear of consequences for prescribing off-label. Such ah 
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incentive would not bias the estimation of/~offlabel as long as the incentive to under-report did not 

change in a way that was correlated with the information shocks. We have no compelling reason 

to believe any of these incentives have changed because of a change in the scientific knowledge 

about adverse effects. However, any incentive to under-report could bias the measure of the average 

~,eroquell~xof flab~l fraction of off-label prescriptions in the data~ ~~~oq~~~~~ . Because thinking ah under-reporting 

~,eroquell~xofflabel should potentially be rather than ah over-reporting incentive would be present~    S~~oqu~lRx ~ 

thought of as a lower bound on the average share of off-label prescriptions. Although under-reporting 

is potentially a concern, roughly 44% of the prescriptions in the data are classified as off-label. Ir 

ah incentive to under-report exists, a huge fraction of prescriptions for these drugs is still reported 

as off-label. 

4.3.5 Regulatory and Managerial Implications 

Ar first glance, ir appears as though firms made a concerted effort to visit physicians who primarily 

prescribe off-label, which is a warning sign to regulators, as pushing drugs for off-label uses is not 

legal. While visiting these physicians is not definitive proof that firms were behaving in ah illegal 

way, ir may signal to regulators that ir is worth further investigating the issue. The effects of these 

visits are also very important to regulators, as what they seek to avoid is illegal promotional activity 

which leads to inappropriate off-label prescribing. 

Overall, the effects of post-shock detailing appear to be small on all types of prescriptions. As 

mentioned previously, the fact that there is ah effect of detailing on off-label prescriptions need 

not implicate firms in illegal activity. Indeed, I find that there is a positive effect of detailing on 

off-label prescriptions. However, ir appears as though overall through the rime period, detailing did 

not disproportionately affect off-label prescriptions. Ir appears to have increased total prescriptions 

roughly proportionately, slightly pushing the distribution of prescriptions toward on-label. Behind 

the overall effect is the finding that detailing following the first shock, the consensus statement, 

appears to have caused primarily off-label prescriptions. However, this effect is very small, with 

each visit only pushing off-label prescriptions by 0.07 per month and only a fraction of the physicians 

being detailed during this rime period. 

The results presented here are suggestive that there was some illegal activity by the firm that 

generated some of the results that regulators might be concerned about, bur the magnitude of those 

results was exceptionally small, and the balance of the effect over the rime period did not tip the 

scale to off-label. Given these facts, the regulator might not want to spend quite as much rime and 

resources in pursuing these types of cases. 

Meanwhile, there are strong managerial implications. Given the threat of extremely large tines 

combined with the small estimated effects of detailing, managers should avoid any behavior that is 

even suggestive of nefarious activity, even ir that suggestive behavior is not definitive. Additionally, 
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as the results here suggest no direct information effect without detailing, managers may need to 

spread the good news from studies themselves rather than relying on physicians to learn the good 

news on their own. 

5 Conclusion 

In this paper, I study detailing in the anti-psychotic industry, which was the category most im- 

plicated in off-label promotion litigation by the federal government, and how ir relates to off-label 

promotion and prescribing. I first show that physicians who primarily prescribe anti-psychotics for 

non-approved uses get detailed a significant amount, though a bit less than their colleagues who 

precsribe more on-label. Even physicians who never prescribe on-label ar all receive detail visits. 

This is consistent with the United States Department of Justice finding that AstraZeneca targeted 

physicians who were unlikely to have schizophrenic patients. 

Next, I examine whether or not those detailing efforts actually caused off-label prescriptions in a way 

that pushed the distribution of prescriptions more towards off-label. Two scientific informational 

shocks to the anti-psychotic category provide significant within-physician variation in post-shock 

detailing. I use the fact that most physicians are not visited in the month of the information 

shock to separate the direct effect of the shock from the detailing effect. I find the short-term 

marginal effect of detailing to PCPs is about 0.08 prescriptions following the first shock, most of 

which can be attributed to off-label prescriptions and is about 0.16 following the second shock, most 

of which can be attributed to on-label prescriptions. These magnitudes are modest, and over the 

rime period, these marginal prescriptions are disproportionately likely to be on-label rather than 

off-label prescriptions. Additionally, I find small and insignificant direct effects of the information 

shocks, as measured by the period after the information shock and before the first detail received 

by a physician. Consistent with the lack of a direct information effect, I find that the information 

shock did not lift prescriptions of the generic drug, perphenazine, which received equally good news 

from the shock. 

Meanwhile, the lack of any effect of the informational shocks on detailing to psychiatrists suggests 

those visits are orthogonal to this particular scientific information. Although that finding may 

not be surprising, because psychiatrists might likely know the information pre-release, they receive 

significant numbers of sales rep visits both before and after the informational shocks. The intention 

and effects of those visits are less clear and are certainly worthy of further research. 
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Meanwhile, the lack of any effect of the informational shocks on detailing to psychiatrists suggests 

those visits are orthogonal to this particular scientific information. Although that finding may 
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Table 1: Summary Statistics Pre and Post Information 

Visits/Month 

Pre 2004 Announcement 
Between 2004 and CATIE 

After CATI E 

PCP Psychiatrist 

0.0466 (0.2281) 0.8551 (1.0510) 
0.1814 (0.4651) 0.9502 (1.1430) 
0.4310 (0.7571) 0.7803 (1.0420) 

Seroquel Rx/Month 

Pre 2004 Announcement 0.1178 (0.8920) 
Between 2004 and CATIE 0.2328 (1.2065) 
After CATIE 0.4020 (1.4983) 

Standard deviations in parentheses 

13.9525 (16.0525) 
14.8670 (16.5225) 
16.0445 (16.9425) 
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Table 2: Summary Statistics: 

Label 

On-Labe] Rx 

Off-Label Rx 

Insurance 

Medica]d 

Medicare 

Th]rd Party Payer 

Uninsured 

Severity 

Mild 

Moderate 

Severe 

Age 

<18 

>=18, <=60 

>60 

PCP by Type of Rx 

Mean (SD) 

0.1629 (0.8620) 

0.1281 (0.8143) 

0.0571 (0.4981) 

0.1000 (0.6890) 

0.1172 (0.6755) 

0.0140 (1.2065) 

0.0266 (0.2933) 

0.1984 (1.0322) 

0.0661 (0.5266) 

0.0091 (0.2063) 

0.1850 (1.0040) 
0.0969 (0.6545) 

Standard deviations in parentheses 

Table 3: Detail Visits By Propensity to Prescribe Off-Label 

Off-Label Share Number of Physicians First Detail Date Average Visits Per Month Months Visited 

O 339 12/2004 0.158 6.398 

(11.921) (0.209) (6.351) 

(0, 0.25] 127 9/2004 0.286 10.205 

(12.573) (0.351) (8.677) 

(0.25,0.5] 217 10/2004 0.175 7.060 

(11.798) (0.213) (6.873) 

(0.5, 0.75] 115 9/2004 0.166 6.817 

(12.351) (0.201) (6.570) 

(0.75, 1) 56 7/2004 0.160 7.232 

(13.784) (0.160) (6.630) 

1 244 12/2004 0.094 4.176 

(11.256) (0.111) (3.875) 

Standard deviations in parentheses. 

Figure 6: Probability of Seroquel Detail Visit for PCP 

200~m7 200¿m7 2004m7 200~m7 200~m7 
month 

Physician fixed effects partialed out 
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Figure 7: Probability of Seroquel Detail Visit for PSY 

Physician fixed effects partialed out 

Figure 8: Seroquel Prescriptions for PCP 

mon~hly dale 

Physician fixed effects and rime trend partialed out 
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Figure 9: Total Detailing Visits by Specialty 

o 

2002m7 2003m7 2004m7 2005m7 2006m7 

-- PCP -- Psychiatrist I 

Detailing from this sample extrapolated to population of physicians 

Figure 10: Separating Information from Promotion: Example 

(a) ’Non-Coincident’ Physician: Identifica- 

tion Good 

(b) ’Coincident’ Physician for Shock 2: 

Not Separable 
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Table 4: Information Shocks, Detailing and Prescribing Response 

VARIABLES Detail Visits Total P~x OIflabel Rx 

(1) (2) (3) 

PostShockl 0.1812"** 0.0022 -0.0023 

(0.0105) (0.0204) (0.0145) 

PostShock2 0.3911"** 0.0410 -0.0091 

(0.0193) (0.0314) (0.0229) 

R-squared 0.289 0.323 0.277 

Observations 62,849 62,849 62,849 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

Physician clustered standard errors in parentheses. Physi- 
cian fixed effects and rime trend included in all specifica- 
tions. 
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Appendix A - The Direct Effect of Information Shocks on Per- 

phenazine 

Are the direct etfects of the information shocks large, as measured by the trend break in take-up 

of perphenazine ar the information-shock rimes? I first address this question by estimating the 

following: 

PerphenazineRxit = ai + ~ * tirne + f!l ShOCkl + f!2Shock2 + ~it. 

Table X presents the results of estimating this equation including only the first shock, using both 

shocks, and including Seroquel detailing. Neither shock induces a trend break in the prescribing of 

perphenazine by PCPs, even though the information shocks contain information that is beneficiai 

to perphenazine. A concern might be that this lack of ah information effect is coming from the 

increase in competitor Seroquel’s detailing. However, as seen in the third column, including Seroquel 

detail visits into the estimation does not change the finding of no trend break in perphenazine 

prescribing. The result is consistent with the pictures in Figures 4, which shows PCPs rarely 

prescribe perphenazine. Given this result, I will continue under the assumption that a direct- 

information effect without detailing is not influencing PCP demand for Seroquel. To the extent that 

ah informational effect exists that is not detected by a product that receives identical news, ir will 

lead to ah overstatement of the detailing effect, because the estimated effect will be a composition 

of the detailing effect and the direct effect of the information shock. 

Table 7: Etfects of Informational Shocks on Perphenazine Demand 

VARIABLES PerphenazineF~x PerphenazineP~x PerphenazineF~x 

(1) (2) (3) 

PostShockl -0.00125 -0.00115 -0.00101 

(0.00087) (0.00086) (0.00084) 
PostShock2 0.00101 0.00117 

(0.00156) (0.00158) 
SeroquelVisits -0.00077" 

(0.00034) 
Physician FEs x x x 

Time Trend x x x 

R-squared 0.0851 0.0851 0.0852 
Observations 62,849 62,849 

*** p<0.001, ** p<0.01, * p<0.05 

Physician clustered standard errors in parentheses. Ali specifications in- 
clude physician-specific fixed effects, and rime trends. 
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Appendix B - Stock Measure of Detailing 

B.1 Constructing the Persistence Factor 

In this section, I calibrate the persistence factor in the geometric decay of detailing stock. To do 

this, I focus on the period following the second shock for the non-coincident physicians~ as this is 

the period with the cleanest variation to identify the effects. 

SeroquelRxi~~°~~ c~i ÷ ~/ , rime ÷ ~oSeroquelDetaili~ ÷ ~l SeroquelDetaili,~ ~ ÷ ... ÷ ~sSeroquelDetaili,~ ~ ÷ ~~~. 

The results are provided in Table 8. Ir appears we can reject that past detailing is useless. The 

detailing effect appears to taper off completely by three months after the visit. This magnitude of 

decay is roughly consistent with a geometric persistence parameter of 0.6. 

Table 8: Depreciation Parameter Results 

VARIABLES Seroquel Rx 

Visitst 0.08971*** 

(0.0270) 
Visits~ ~ 0.05081** 

(0.0237) 

Visits~ 2 0.03678* 

(0.0253) 
Visits~ 3 -0.0125 

(0.0%5) 
Visi~s~ a -0.02683 

(0.0273) 

Visits~ ~ 0.01662 

(0.0%3) 

R-squared 0.404 

Observations 20,993 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

Physician clustered standard errors in 
paranetheses. Pysician fixed effects 
and rime trends included. 

B.2 Stock Scaled Results 

In this section, I scale the reduced forro results by detailing stock, with detailing decay assumed 

to be geometric with decay parameter 5 = 0.6. Table 9 presents the results, bur I will focus 

on the preferred specification, columns 1 ¿~ 2, as the parameters of interest to do not change 

across specifications. First, for the physicians who have detailing visits in the same month as the 

information shock, there is a very small and insignificant detailing stock effect on both total and 
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off-label prescriptions for the first shock. For the second shock, there is a positive and significant 

effect on total prescriptions, bur no significant effect on off-label prescriptions. Overall, the point 

estimate of about 0.13 for the second shock corresponds to a total of about 0.325 prescriptions 

caused by each detail visit over rime, with a very small elasticity of detailing flow of less than 0.1. 

For this group, there is no evidence of any effect of detailing on off-label prescriptions. Note again 

that for this group, the estimated detailing stock effect represents a composition of the detailing 

stock effect and the direct effect of the information, which cannot be separated. 

Next, for the physicians for whom I can separate the direct information from the detailing using 

the months between the release of the shock and the first detail, there is a positive and significant 

effect of detailing stock following the first shock of about 0.11, about 0.10 of which can be attributed 

to off-label prescriptions. This is consistent with the flow results and corresponds to about 0.275 

prescriptions over rime from each detailing visit. Again, their direct information effect is negative, 

bur small and insignificant for both on- and off-label prescriptions. Following the second information 

shock, the detailing stock effect is slightly larger, ar 0.13, only 0.04 of which can be attributed to 

off-label prescriptions. 

In column 3, all of these results hold up to the validity test, allowing the detailing effect to vary by 

month of first post-shock visit. The interaction terra is tiny and not significant. In column 4, the 

parameters of interest are unchanged by the addition of month fixed effects in ah effort to control 

for publicity effects. 

Appendix C - Effects of Detailing on Psychiatrist Off-Label Pre- 

scribing 

As shown in Figure 6, the informational shocks do not affect detailing to psychiatrists. As such, the 

proposed identification strategy using the informational shocks to generate quasi-exogenous timing 

in detail visits will not have power to identify the effects of detailing on psychiatrist prescribing. 

However, if we are willing to accept that the timing of visits to psychiatrists is essentially random, 

as would be the case if firms were employing a decile rule or if sales reps were routinely turned 

away, we could implement a simple fixed-effects estimator for psychiatrists to obtain ah estimate 

of the effectiveness of detailing for driving prescriptions, both on- and off-label. In this section, I 

explore the effects of detailing on psychiatrist prescribing using only a fixed-effects approach. Most 

of the directional conclusions are similar as with the PCPs, noting the identification requires the 

additional assumption of random timing of detail visits. 
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Table 10: Effects of Informational Shocks on Perphenazine Demand for Psychiatrists 

VARIABLES Perphenazinel:¿x Perphenazinel:¿x 

(1) (2) 

PostShockl -0.0272 -0.0491 

(0.140) (0.137) 
PostShock2 -0.184" 

(0.0755) 
Physician FEs x x 
Time Trend x x 

R-squared 0.247 0.248 
Observations 7,520 7,520 

*** p<0.001, ** p<0.01, * p<0.05 

Physician clustered standard errors in parentheses. All 
specifications include physician-specific fixed effects, and 

rime trends. 

Table 10 shows the effects of the two informational shocks on psychiatrist prescribing of the generic 

drug, perphenazine. Similar to the PCPs, the informational shocks do not drive psychiatrists to 

prescribe the effective and inexpensive drug. Ir anything, following the CATIE study, psychiatrists 

appear to in fact to prescribe less perphenazine. Table 10 provides the basic fixed-effects results, 

pooling all detailing to have one common effect. Unlike in the PCP case, including rival detailing 

makes a significant difference for psychiatrists, perhaps because psychiatrists are highly likely to 

be detailed by many companies, whereas PCPs are more likely to be detailed by only one. Rival 

detail visits appear to be positively correlated with Seroquel prescriptions. That is, detailing to 

psychiatrists appears to be category expansive and provide a positive spillover to rivals, as has been 

found in DTCA for antidepressants (Shapiro 2015). The positive competitor detailing etfect could 

also be driven by non-random timing of visits to each physician. Ir sales reps were able to predict 

the months with high levels of prescribing and visit in those months, prescribing would be positively 

correlated with both own and rival detailing, even ir the correlation were not causal. To interpret 

these effects as causal, we need to assume such non-random timing does not occur. 

Tables 11 and 12 provide the off-label analysis for psychiatrists. Before any regression analysis, 

note that psychiatrists prescribe a much smaller share off-label than do PCPs, ar about 22% of 

prescriptions as opposed to 43% by PCPs. Even so, detailing still provides a disproportionately 

large effect on on-label prescriptions, tilting the distribution toward on-label. 

C.1 Discussion and Policy Implications 

Although the marginal etfect of detailing on psychiatrists is higher than ir is for PCPs (as should be 

expected with their higher base rate of prescribing), the detailing elasticity remains low. Although 

the identification of these effects is not as clean due to the potential for non-random timing, the 

potential bias here would likely bias the etfect upward. These main etfects are much smaller than 
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those found elsewhere in the literature. Given the small overall effects, regulators might find the 

social returns on their litigation disappointing. They will have spent rime and energy that could have 

been employed elsewhere, while potentially causing distortions in the product market. Conversely, 

managers might find the returns on their detailing efforts to be disappointing. Perhaps the growing 

influence of payers and the inherent knowledge of the physicians have lowered the influence of sales 

reps. 

Most of the small detailing effect is attributable to on-label prescribing. In fact, off-label prescribing 

is much lower for psychiatrists than PCPs, and detailing shifts the distribution even more toward 

on-label prescriptions. This finding makes the regulatory concern about off-label promotion lead- 

ing to off-label prescriptions to those most vulnerable even smaller and reinforces the managerial 

implication that although trying to promote off-label use through sales reps might seem attractive, 

the return is almost surely not worth the expected cost of litigation. 

Table 11: Baseline Results - Psychiatrists 

VARIABLES SeroquelFtx 

(1) (2) (3) (4) 

Visits 2.382*** 1.478"** 1.504"** 0.961"** 

(0.508) (0.237) (0.234) (0.203) 
Rival Visits 0.736*** 

(o.113) 
Physician FEs x x x 

Time Trend x x 

Implied Elasticity 0.126 0.080 0.080 0.051 

R-squared 0.0229 0.535 0.535 0.548 
Observations 7,520 7,520 7,520 7,220 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

Physician clustered standard errõrs in parentheses. Elasticities are 
cõmputed ar the sample means and are with respect to advertising 
flows. 
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Table 12: Effects of Detailing on Off-Label Prescribing 

VARIABLES Off-Label Rx On-Label Rx 

(1) (2) 

Visits 0.181" 0.750*** 

(0.0760) (0.181) 

% of Total Effect 19.5 80.5 
% of Rx 22.2 77.8 

R-squared 0.444 0.559 
Observations 5,976 5,976 

*** p<0.001, ** p<0.01, * p<0.05 

Physician clustered standard errors in parentheses. 
Seroquel visits are depreciated stocks with persistence 
parameter 0.6. All specifications include physician- 
specific fixed effects, rival detail visits, and rime 
trends. 
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